
  Nursery 

   Summer 2 
 

SUPEEHEROES AND MONSTERS 

Personal, Emotional and Social Development 
 

Provide lots of opportunities for group play particularly in 
role play and small world, model introducing a story line. 

Provide opportunities for children to reflect on successes, 
achievements and their own gifts and talents. 

Involve children in drawing or taking photographs of favour-
ite activities in Nursery for superhero day, to help them de-
scribe their individual preferences and opinions  

Talk about the feelings of the characters in the stories. 

Reading and writing 
Read the story Supertato 

Identify basic story elements  

Discuss the characters in the story.  

Working out the character from character detectives. 

Drawing and writing about superheroes 

Writing scenario’s in the superhero headquarters area. 

Supporting Texts 

Core books for Term: 

Supertato, Super daisy, Superworm, Max 

Other book: 

Other fiction and non fiction books 

Topic hooks, visits and visitors 

Hooks: Super hero party 
Fathers day workshop 
Visits: fire station 
Visitors: Tiny Tweeties—superhero theme, police, nurse, forces 
 

Physical Development 
 
make puppets, props, models, using scissors and handling 
them  safely. 
Creating monster using clay 
Takes parts in sports day and the walk for life and talking 
about how their body changes when exercising. 
Uses the knives safely when cutting fruits and salads. 
Take part in healthy eating 

-Make superhero salads 
-Make superhero fruit kebabs 
-Make superhero smoothies  

Maths 
Counting the potatoes, and matching them to numerals 

Putting the correct number of peas onto spots 

Putting the correct number of medals on a superhero 

Counting superheroes and monsters 

Order veg and fruit by size-measuring using non standard measures 

Big Interests/ what we want children to learn 

What makes me super 

To think about how to solve problems  and be a good friend 

Communication and Language 

Have conversations with each other about Fathers day and 
other events that crop up on a daily basis 

Set up collaborative tasks, like creating salads, smoothies and 
fruit kebabs. 

Set up superhero role-play. • 

Decide on the key vocabulary linked to activities, and ensure 
that all staff regularly model its use in a range of contexts. 

Children to take the new superheroes that they have made to 
show Reception class and explain how they were made. 

Expressive arts and design 
Singing superhero songs  

Creating Supetato pictures using paint 

Creating father’s day cards 

Creating own superheroes from veg and fruit 

Using clay to create monsters and superheroes 

Role playing superheroes 

Knowledge and Understanding of the World 

Planting and tasting fruit and veg 

Learning about Fathers day 

Learning about Eid 

Learning about different occupations linked with real life super heroes.  For 
example Doctors, Nurses, Police, Fire brigade, forces 

How can I support my child’s learning? 
Resources and ideas for home. 

 Read stories with the children, looking at difference   
between pictures and writing 

 Take children to visit a local farm or some animals.   

 Think about how we grow and change.  

 Play lots of rhyming games and listen to rhymes 

 Listen for the first sound in names and objects 

Prime Specific 


